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genre: animation, adventure, animation family. hot star
movies. genres: comedy, adventure. watch ice age:

collision course movie online. this anime is based on the
disney animated comedy film. ice age: collision course.
ice age: collision course (english) movie review. this is a
rather interesting installment of the ice age franchise,

the first in a while. this movie proves the continuous bar
has been raised and it has surpassed every high that was

initially set. meanwhile his young daughter melman is
forced to fend for herself in the outside world. with an
animal control specialist viewing him from a close by

building, he wastes no time in taking action. soon they're
all off on a dangerous adventure that could change their
lives. the new collision course finds manny and sid doing
the ice age dance, skidding in the iciness of hilarity and
adventure. in 2007 the disney animated family comedy

ice age finally finds the time to get serious. the new
characters are introduced and immediately we can see
something special happening with these two: a mouse
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called manny and a chipmunk named sid. the plot is
interesting and the comedy is plentiful. the animation is
great and the voice acting is really enjoyable. the voices
of side characters like sid were done in a way that is just
as good if not better than that of the lead characters. the

story is quite clever and the comedy is spot on. this
movie was a home run for the disney community. the

unsinkable reginald dimmerson (voiced by john
ratzenberger) is in a life raft off the coast of san francisco

with his son, marty (billy crystal). his initial hedonistic
moments in life are violently interrupted when "captain"
jack sparrow (chris pine) wrestles the raft from him. the

two escape and jack promises a lifetime of riches for
marty in return for the raft, to which reginald readily

agrees. soon after the king and his son are caught on a
sandbar and jack and his crew capture the two and the

raft for themselves. reginald is put in their power by jack.
marty is able to convince jack to let him leave, but

before he leaves he steals the map to the fountain of
youth, causing jack to nearly kill him. reginald and marty

fall from the raft when a cave-in causes it to break in
half, falling into a hole created by the collapse. reginald
crawls out and is found by a young ixonian named teyla
emmara (rachelle lefevre). teyla brings reginald to the

fountain of youth, where she seems to be able to heal his
wounds. but as she prepares to give him a second

chance at life, jack tricks reginald into betraying his son
in order to get his treasure. instead, reginald accidentally

falls into the fountain and starts to age rapidly. but he
escapes as the waters of the fountain only make him

age, making him more powerful. jack recaptures marty
and, understanding that he is the key to the treasure,
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begins torturing marty in order to find out where jack can
find reginald's treasure. when jack finally succeeds in
finding out where reginald is, he traps reginald on a

raging ocean wave and prepares to unleash a tsunami in
order to destroy the ixonians' home world, al-dharam.
teyla warns him about the consequences of the wave,
but when jack fires at her, he is shot by the enemy, a

giant arachnid-like creature called an alpha and falls into
the wave with reginald, where they are aided by the

skeletons of alpha creatures.
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